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ant bridge bus stop butterfly cauliflower coconut
dozen drum Easter electricity fox frog glasses
gold ice hockey island lungs magnet map matches
newspaper novel orange pencil present rent
scissors skeleton spider wasp

Wild animal of the dog family usually with red fur and a
bushy tail.
It shows you the route you have to take.
You write with it, and it needs reguar sharpening.
They come in a box and are used to light candles,
cigarettes, bonfires.
Some people read one every day.
You need them if you’ve got bad eyesight.
What you get on our birthday and at Christmas.
A fruit whose name is also its colour.
Another word for twelve.
It allows you to cross a river on foot or by car.
It can swim. It is usually green. It has long back legs.
You wait there on the roadside. It usually has a timetable.
It is surrounded by a lake or the sea.
I supplies the power for your radio, your dishwasher, your
lamp.
This religious festival is celebrated with eggs.
An insect with four wings, often brightly coloured.
Two breathing organs in the chest of man and other
animals.
If you don’t own your flat, you have to pay this.
A story about people, long enough to fill one or more books.
Precious yellow metal used for making coins, ornaments,
jewellery etc.
Cutting instrument with two blades which cut as they come
together.
Framework of bones of an animal or human body
Creature with eight legs that spins webs for the capture of
insects as food.
Flying insect with a narrow waist, black and yellow stripes
and a powerful sting in he tail.
Cabbage-like plant with a large white flower-head used as a
vegetable.
Game played on ice by two teams of eleven players with
curved sticks and a rubber disk, between two goals.
Piece of iron, often horseshoe shape, able to attract iron.
Musical instrument sounded by beating, and made of a
hollow cylinder with parchements stretched tightly over the
open sides.
Small insect with six feet. It lives in highly organised
societies.
Large hard-shelled seed of a palm-tree, filled with milky
juice and a solid white lining.

a fox

fur: Fell
route: Route, Weg
to sharpen: schärfen,
bonfire:, Gartenfeuer

sight: Sicht

timetable: Fahrplan
to surround:
umgeben
to supply: liefern
to celebrate: feiern
wing: Flügel
to breathe: atmen
flat: Wohnung
enough: genug
jewellery: Schmuck
blade: Klinge
bone: Knochen
capture:
Gefangennahme
waist: Taille
cabbage: Kohl
stick: Stock
attract: anziehen
hollow: hohl

lining: Streifen,
Schicht

